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In our Level-I release the age old question of What We Are, and what we are not, was answered 

with unequivocal proof and clarity. In our Level-II release the very mechanics by which all that is 

comes to be in this material plane of existence is, outlined, delineated and defined with explicit 

and expansive detail. By the time you finish your first reading something will awaken in you and 

that something is you! 

 

The quality and perceptible life force that this book emanates before even opening its pages is 

astounding!  Once opened the multidimensional depths of the words within then deliver their 

impact with the formidable power of truth, to light-up, bring to remembrance, and expand your 

understanding of yourself, your abilities, and the world around you from an entirely new 

viewpoint of the part you play and all that’s been available to you all along …. 

 

This book is dedicated not only to the WIN Members that directly assisted in its publishing but 

the entirety of the WIN Membership!   As it is the entirety of the WIN Membership that 

represents the ideals upon which this work was written and this club founded - the betterment 

and expansion of ourselves, those around us, and the world. It is further dedicated to all those 

that read it as they represent the few that truly wish to remember what they’re capable of, 

reengage and become more. 

https://winfdn.com/level2book/NonMemberBuyLevel2Book.php
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It is in this dedication WIN is doing a limited release of this book to the public. One hundred 

(100) First Edition signed-copies will be made available for $999.99 /each.  We release these 

100 copies to the public at this price commensurate with the expanded ideologies of this club to 

unveil that which some have for centuries endeavored to keep suppressed or secret and in 

recognition that the value of this book can only be measured in its revelation of your unlimited 

ability to use the information contained in it – which literally makes it priceless. 

 

As you contemplate the decision to acquire a First Edition signed copy of this unique book and 

its value … let me share an incident with you that occurred recently. As a collector and one that 

appreciates precision, aesthetically crafted chronometers I receive updates periodically from 

higher-end watch distributors on their latest arrivals & sales and about a month and a half ago 

received one that featured a watch I instantly recognized the value and beauty of and decided to 

buy it. 

 

I open this email update on a Saturday, which arrived the day before, but rather than buy the 

watch then at the listed online price I decided to wait until Monday and call the distributor when I 

could talk to someone personally and maybe negotiate an even better price than listed. Though 

the asking price I knew was very reasonable and in fact I believed below the value of the watch. 

 

Later in the day I got to thinking about how impressed I was with the value and aesthetics of that 

watch; and how not happy I would be if someone bought it online before Monday and decided 

then to go back to my office and buy it online at the listed price while it was still available. To my 

chagrin, though it was only a short time later in the day, the watch was sold out. 

 

Since that time I’ve done extensive Internet searches for that exact model and wristband but 

have not found any with that exact combination and only a couple that match the timepiece 

itself; but at a substantially higher price.  The sold out listing is still up if you would like to view 

the watch out of curiosity [Click here]. 

 
So I learned a valuable lesson - that when the opportunity arises to acquire something you 

recognize as unique, valuable and in limited supply - don’t hesitate! 

https://www.crownandcaliber.com/products/breitling-chronomat-evolution-b13356-10-10-brt-bvx6uc
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In closing, I encourage you to acquire copy of this unique work. Invest in yourself, discover its 

extraordinary value and experience what the very process of creation contained in the words in 

a book feels like. Moreover, what it ignites within you as you read it!  
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